


BIOGRAPHY
Still Lit is a dynamic hip-hop group far-fetched from 

fitting into any standard square box.  Upon even 
a quick listen, witnessed is music that conceives 

infectious vibes, births identifiable lyrics and 
possesses energetic yet rebellious adrenaline.  Still 
Lit is missioned to bring the “hip-hop experience” 

back to the forefront.

The group consists of a brilliant musical mash up 
starting with main act, brothers Tracy Gauge & 

Geno Wrapz, their DJ, Shrkb8, who stimulates fans’ 
taste buds during their live shows and supporting 

act, Danny P, who adds his Beastie Boys, Mac Miller 
flavor on select tracks. 
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Still Lit strives to bring back 
the authentic interactive 
artist-fan experience and 
make a musical impact as 
multi-dimensional legendary 
groups like NWA and Public 
Enemy mixed with more 
current sounds of UGK and 
Three 6 Mafia.

“We want to establish music 
that makes people feel 
comfortable and have a 
good time while still staying 
true to ourselves,” says 
the smooth sounding Tracy 
Gauge. 

“We yearn for giving our fans 
an experience that satisfies 
their need for honest and 
original music, watching 
them thoroughly enjoy 
themselves waving their 
hands side-to-side, grooving 
without a care in the world,” 
says life-of-the-party Geno 
Wrapz.

Still Lit classifies their 
sound as “genreless” with 

We want to 
establish music that 
makes people feel 
comfortable and have 
a good time while 
still staying true to 
ourselves.
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no true fit to a particular 
category. This contributes 
to the ability of their music 
to transcend boundaries 
between not only genres, but 
nationalities and race too, 
as exemplified in the group’s 
makeup of members.  The 
group is currently focused 
on solidifying their fan base 
locally by performing at 
venues in Charleston, S.C. 
with hopes of extending and 
growing beyond national 
borders.

Still Lit will further their 
musical impact with their 
upcoming soon-to-be titled 
EP due for a Fall 16’ release.



FACT SHEET
BAND/ARTIST  NAME :     STILL LIT

ADDITIONAL DATA: • Digital distribution via
iTunes and SoundCloud 

• Interview and booking
inquiries can be directed to

lanetra.king@indiekater.com

GROUP MEMBERS: James Hillian (Tracy Gauge)
Joshua Hillian (Geno Wrapz)
Kyle Yeomans (DJ Shrk8)
Daniel Pilon (Danny P)

KEY POINTS OF 
INTEREST:

• Currently recording new
EP for Fall ’16 release

• Current Single, “No Switching”
• Previously released “The
LitTape” Spring 14’

• Featured on 
livemixtapes.com

• Performed at ATL Battlegrounds 
  hosted by Atlanta’s
hottest hip-hop station 
Hot 107.9

• Showcased at No Days Off
Radio Showcase, #1 internet
radio station in Atlanta

• Produces and stars in YouTube
  series Nonfiction

MUSICAL 
STYLE/GENRE:

Underground 
mainstream hip-hop

PLACE/ 
DATE OF ORGIN

Columbia, S.C. (2012)



MERCHANDISE



Interview and booking 
inquiries can be directed to

lanetra.king@indiekater.com

stilllit.com

@STILL.LIT

@STILLLITTV

@STILLLIT_TG
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